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Appalachian Adventure
14 Students Journey to Caritas
Mission over Spring Break___

by Anne Lee
Assistant Editorial Editor

photo by Kevin Mullaney
by Colleen Carson / News Editor and
Todd Spitler / Assistant News Editor

Despite hard economic times, it seemed that almost 75% of
Providence College headed to Jamaica and literally invaded this
unsuspecting island paradise.
From the point of landing, these college hedonists took one
breath of the tropical breeze and all their inhibitions were left on
the plane. They took part in activities ranging from jet skiing,
parasailing, and for the truly fearless, cliff diving at Rick's Cafe.
Most enjoyed soaking in a hearty dose of Jamaican sunshine at
either Cornwall or Doctor's Cave Beaches.
It didn't matter what direction one turned, the sounds of
Jamaican culture (a.k.a Reggae) were heard every where. Bob
Marley still remians as the country's greatest folk hero.
Overall, the general consensus was that the trip was quite
euphoric and for those seniors, it was a fitting way to wind down
their final year at Providence College. Yeah mon!

Inside

Students talk about Spring
Break experiences. p. 5

one Sister. They were enthusi
astic about our visit, for we rep
resented energetic laborers who
could accomplish many tasks.
Their lifestyle is simple and
strict, with an emphasis on liv
ing a Christian living and con
serving precious resources. This
was painfully obvious to us on
Monday morning, when we
were awakened by a bell at 6:30
a.m. Breakfast was followed by
prayer, a group activity and
then it was off to work.
The fourteen of us were split
up into groups of three or four
and sent out into the outlying
areas to fill various needs. These
needs were not strictly those of
the poor, for as we learned from
"Sister Sue," the poor is anyone
with a need, be it a need for
food, clothing, or simply com
panionship. Some of our jobs
included yardwork, nursing
home visits, cleaning a shelter
for battered women and chil
dren, which was part of the
Mission, doing small chores for
the elderly, and working on a
farm. To state in this manner
what our chores were seems to
simplify our tasks, because at
the end of each day, each of us
felt we had made a difference in
someone's life.
The end of a work-day

brought a few hours of rest,
usually convenient for a nap.
We gathered for dinner, pre
pared by two members of our
group and talked about our
experiences. After dinner there
was time for a sunset stroll or a
game of basketball. Then was
Quiet Hour, a novel idea for PC
students indeed! Between 8-9
p.m., we were asked to spend
time by ourselves, without
communicating with others.
This proved difficult but re
warding and I think a few of us
will actually miss this nightly
time of reflection.
We closed with prayers and
were in bed before we could
believe it.
The week flew by, with
special activities such as Mass,
a campfire and a sharing hour
held during our final days. On
Friday, our vans made an express to Providence, with a fond
look back at our friends in
Appalachia. We had come to
gether with a common goal and
the outcome was a wondrous
experience.
The group extends its
gratitude to our leader, Ther
esa Devane and to the Pastoral
Council for enabling us to have
this opportunity. Appalachia
will not soon be forgotten!

PC Students To Read Their Papers at
Sociology Conference Friday
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I admit it. Once or twice
during the 10-hr. drive to the
barren countryside of central
Pennslyvania our thoughts
might have drifted to the sun
drenched beaches of tropical
islands, where our friends lay
basking in the rays. Six days
later, however, emerging from
the same countryside on the
way back to R.I., we were sorry
that more people could not
have shared our experiences.
Such was the "Appalachian
Adventure," in which 14 Provi
dence College students partici
pated. The trip is sponsored
annually by the Pastoral Coun
cil. Our journey began on
Easter Sunday on the empty
PC campus, where we piled
into three vans and headed for
the highway. We traveled
southwest, trading industry
and affluence for strip-mined
hills and old pick-ups. Our
destination: Caritas Mission,
nestled in the foothills of rural
Frenchville, PA.
The area of Appalachia
covers 13 statesand two-thirds
of Pennsylvania. It is charac
terized by chronic poverty,
caused by low levels of indus
try and land destroyed by
mining. In the community we
stayed in, the average income
was $8,000 and employment
was estimated as high as 25%.
Caritas Mission was formed
in the late 1960s by high school
students concerned about the
needs of their struggling com
munity. Together with a local
Catholic sister, they were able
to purchase some land and
establish the mission, a rough
enclave of a refurnished bam
and a bunkhouse. Next to the
mission lies a retreat house,
used by both children and
adults.
Greeting us at Caritas Mis
sion were five young women,
four full-time volunteers and

Sports

Lou Merloni earns Big East
Player of the Week, p. 11

Providence College senior
Tara Reynolds and juniors Al
isa Ruggieri and Karen Collopy
will present their papers in the
New England Undergraduate
Research Conferencein Sociol
ogy on Friday, April 12,1991.
The conference, which is being
sponsored by the PC Sociology
Department will be begin at 9
a.m. in Slavin Center.
The Conference will feature
the work of 20 undergraduate
students representing 11 New
England colleges and universi
ties. Four sessions will investi
gate topics covering issues of
health, homelessness, social

control,, marriage and the
family, capital punishment,
drugs, and inmate populations.
Tara Reynolds of Milford,
MA, a dual major in political
science and public administra
tion, will present her confer
ence award-winning paper
"American Welfare Policy:
Perceptions of Welfare Recipi
ent Attitudes and Behavior."
Alisa Ruggieri of
Portsmouth, RI and Karen
Collopy of Rumson, NJ, will
present their paper entitled,
"Why Wait? Some Reasons for
Delaying Marriage." Ruggieri
is a humanities major and Col-

lopy is a sociology major.
A keynote address entitled,
"Righting the Research: Style,
Writing and Sociological Nar
ration" will be delivered by
Professor Mary Rogers of the
University of Florida Sociology
Department at 1:15 p.m.
There is no registration fee
for the conference, which in
cludes complimentary refresh
ments during registration (8309:30 a.m.), and a buffet lunch.
The conference is open to the
public. For more information,
contact Dr. Nicholas Sofios of
PC's Sociology Department at
865-2232.
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62 Senior Business Majors
Chosen to National Honor Society
Sixty-two Providence Col
lege senior business majors
have been chosen as members
of the college's Omicron Chap
ter of the Tau Pi Phi National
Honor Society in accounting,
business, and economics. The
seniors will be inducted into
the honor society on May 2,
1991, during a 6:45 p.m. cere
mony in Slavin '64 Hall. The
ceremony is open to the public.
To become a member of the
Tau Pi Phi Omicron Chapter, a
cumulative average of 3.25 is
required in business admini
stration, as well as overall.
Open only to business admini
stration majors, Tau Pi Phi was
established over fifty years ago
to promote scholarship in the
study of accounting, business,
and economics, and to encour
age the practice of the highest

ethical standards in business.
In 1985, Gustave Cote, profes
sor of business, established the
Omicron Chapter of the society
at Providence College.
The following are account
ing inductees: Lisa Bucking,
Kathleen Burke, Lynn Calabro,
Glenn Campellone, Robert
Cappadona, Richard Charoon,
Laura Deegan, Sheila Duffy,
Deborah Girard, Eric Graham,
Christopher Guay, Gerard
Maron, Susan McCutcheon,
Annmarie Michaud, Brian
Milette, David Papa, Maura
Pescatore, Jean Ryan, Kathleen
Staten, Susan Svitila, Cami
White, and Brian Williamson.
Business administration in
ductees: Timothy Bergeron,
Charlene Cabral, Paul Carey,
Marie Costa, Leslie Francisco,
Diane Greer, Suzanne Liss,

Charles Mann, Linda Rekas,
Christina Tiffany, David
Vogel, Susan Walsh, and
Daniel Whynot.
Finance inductees: Mich
elle Bielanos, Edith Cottle,
Kevin Dalton, Sergio DeCur
tis, David Dimatteo, Richard
Diegan, Karen Dusza, Joseph
Fanelli, Nancy Graveline, Lisa
Harris, Richard Keller, Lisa
Koritsas, Tammy Koritsas,
Paul Lucas,Daniel Marquardt,
Kristen Powell, and Amy
Soucy.
Marketing inductees: Neil
Corcoran, Kristin Farrenkopf,
Donna Geruso, Claudine
Gortler, Julie Hansen, Mat
thew Huber, Todd Regan, and
Peter Soares.
Double major inductees:
Michelle Galli (English/Finance), and Dawn Burgess
(Economics/Finance).

"Slavery: A Spiritual Perspective”
is Topic of Lecture This Thursday
"Slavery: A Spiritual Per
spective" will be the topic of a
lecture at Providence College
on Thursday, April 11, at 7p.m.
in Moore Hall II. The lecture
will feature best-selling authors
Rev. Peter Marshall and David
Manuel who together have co
authored The Light and the
Glory and From Sea to Shining
Sea. A third book, Mine Eyes
Have Seen the Glory is nearing
completion. The books trace
God's hand in the nation's his
tory, particularly the Civil War
era and Lincoln's presidency.
Rev. Marshall is a Presbyte
rian minister who has gained
national recognition as an evan
gelist and as a teacher of Chris
tian growth and maturity. Bom
and raised in Washington, DC,
he is a graduate of Yale Univer
sity and Princeton Theological
Seminary.
He was ordained in 1965 and
served as assistant minister in
West Hartford, CT, before be
coming pastor of the East Den
nis Community Church on

Disciplinary Measures as
Submitted by the Office of Vice
President for Student Services
Cases as of:
March 25,1991:
The case involved one stu
dent and the following charges
have been adjudicated by the
College Judiciary Officer. The
student verbally abused a se
curity guard and was drink
ing underage. The student
was bordering on intoxification and was conducting him
self in a disorderly manner.
Consequently, the follow
ing penalties were assessed:
Disciplinary probation until
December 1991. The student
must attend alcoholic educa
tional counselingand complete
thirty hours of community
service. Furthermore, the in
dividual has to read "Defini
tion of a Gentleman" and write
a three page reaction paper.
A second case involved one
student verbally abusing a
Security Guard and drinking
underage. Consequently, the
student is on disciplinary pro
bation until December 1991,
must attend counseling and
serve twenty hours of commu
nity service.

David Manuel
Cape Cod, MA, where he served
for 10 years.
Since 1977, Rev. Marshall has
devoted himself to his national
ministry and to writing. He and
his wife and three children make
their home on Cape Cod.
David Manuel has had 17
books published in 17 years, and
is editor of a new Christian pub-

Changes
to Spring
Semester
Calendar
1991-92
The office of the Registrar
would like to advise the Provi
dence College community that
the Spring semester schedule for
the 1991-92 academic year has
been changed as of March 6,
1991.
The correct version of the
calendar appears in the Fall 1991
Course Registration Book let
with a few exceptions. On
Sunday, January 12,1992, Resi
dence Hall and Apartment
Complex buildings reopen at
10:00 a.m., not 12 p.m. The
course registration dates for
sophomores was excluded in the
registration booklet. They are
Fri., April 3, Mon., April 6, and
Tues., April 7.
If you have any questions
regarding the Spring semester
calendar for 1991-92, please call
the Office of the Registrar at 8652066.

lishing house, Paraclete Press.
He was ghostwriter and edi
tor of Wayne Weible's
Medjugorie: The Message, a
best seller now in its ninth
printing at Paraclete Press.
Manuel was an English ma
jor at Yale University and
served four years in the Naval
Air Force as a Combat Infor
mation Center Officer. He
spent eight years in the adult
trade division of Doubleday
& Co, including three years in
Toronto as the first editor of
Doubleday Canada Ltd.
Manuel then went on to de
velop and supervise the book
division of Logos Interna
tional.
Manuel and his wife and
daughter also live on Cape
Cod.
The lecture is being spon
sored by the American Stud
ies and Western Civilization
Programs. For more informa
tion, contact Mr. Peter
Caldwell in the PC Business
Administration Department at
865-2332.

Pottery Sale
Coming Soon
The Providence College
Spring Pottery Sale, featuring
the work of Providence Col
lege ceramics students, is
scheduled for Thursday, April
25, from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
Slavin Center. The sale is open
to the public. For more infor
mation, contact the PC Depart
ment of Art and Art History at
865-2401.
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Three PC Students
Display Samples of
Their Photography in
Exhibit ”Nouns We
Really Like”

The opening of a photography exhibit "Nouns We Really Like,"
which featured the work of three PC students, was held Tuesday
evening in Slavin 203. Jeffrey Devine, continuing education pro
gram, Melissa Danchik, and Joe Flueckiger, class of '91, displayed
samples of their color and black and white photography for the
public to view.
The exhibit's opening reception was complimented with saxo
phone music played by senior Greg Salvo. Refreshments were also
available for everyone.
When asked why they chose to display their work in Slavin,
Danchik said that there was not enough room in Hunt Cavanaugh
to show all their photos. Flueckiger added that any other place
would have cost mem too much money.
The exhibit will continue on April 10 from 9-4 p.m. and April 1115 from 3-8 p.m.

ATTENTION

ALL STUDENTS

The Office of Alumni Relations will
be sponsoring their annual
REUNION WEEKEND

on
MAY 31 through JUNE 2,1991
on campus

Corrections

In the March 20 issue regard
ing the article "PC Hosts
Debate Tournament," the
officer listed as Marge
O'Brien was incorrect. Her
name is Marjorie Torchon.
She was the hostess of the
debate and is a senior mem
ber of BMSA.
In the same issue, regarding
the Disciplinary Measuresof
March 6,1991, the penalty is
dismissal from Providence
College at the end of this
semester.

Many student jobs available.
If you are interested in assisting,
please stop by the Alumni Relations
Office, Harkins Hall 110 during the
week of April 15-19,1991 to fill out
an application.
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From St. Patrick's Cathedral To
Clearfield, PA
by Anne M. Lee
Assistant Editorial Editor

When writing my article this
week, I wanted to recount my
experiences over Spring Break in
Appalachia, espousing the lessons
I learned working with the needy
in a rural Pennsylvania commu
nity. I have found a way to com
bine my enthusiasm for Ap
palachia with my indignance on
an important issue.
Specifically, I'd like to address
a recent development in The
Catholic Church. In a Providence
Journal article dated April 9,
Cardinal O'Connor, together with
several other church officials,
complains of a media bias against
Catholicism. Recent media criti
cism has been focused on The
Church's anger at an Irish gay
organization who marched in
New York's annual St. Patrick's
Day Parade.
Why should The Church in
cite such fault finding? All of us
are aware that The Church has a
stance against homosexuality,
considering it an evil and an
anomoly. It is a pity that St. Pat
rick's Day, a day enjoyed by so
many Irish-Americans (and many
who can lay no claim to Gaelic
heritage), must be marred by an

example of Church prejudice.
All these people, yes
people, wanted to do was
participate in a festive parade,
expressing at the same time
their sexual preference and
their Irish pride. Instead of a
day of celebration, they re
ceived rejection and humili
ation from a body which hypo
thetically should be reaching
out to the outcasts of society.
The point has been raised to
me that perhaps the marchers
were using the celebration to
advance their own political
agenda. There have been inci
dences where homosexuals
have deliberately incited the
rage of the Catholic Church.
How difficult it is for us to
understand the anger and frus
tration homosexuals feel, to the
extent that they express it in
this way. More strikingly, how
sad that the Church should
turn on them, instead choos
ing to criticize the media for
their supposedly anti-Catholic views.
Meanwhile, a few
hundred miles away, elderly
people sit alone in tar shacks,
trying to survive alone in a
depressed economy. The
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Appalachian region of the
United States spans 13 states
and is characterized by
poverty and the problems
associated with it: domestic
violence, alcoholism and
crime, among them. Surviv
ing on donations in the midst
of the Clearfield, PA, is
Caritas Mission, where 14
Providence College students
spent their break.
The individuals
who work there are dedi
cated volunteers, sacrificing
for a life of simplicity, a life
committed to helping the
unfortunate. They, too share
the Catholic faith, yet it is
expressed in their ministry
and their prayers. They take
in people who need shelter,
feed the hungry and clothe
the poor. They visit nursing
homes, sing to residents of
mental institutions and
shovel manure with rural
farmers.
Now, if a person
came to them and stated that
they were a homosexual but
offering to join in their work,
do you think they would
refuse them? No! What does
it matter if someone prefers
to share their love with
someone of the same sex, as
long as they are good
people?
It cannot be said that
the Church does not reach
out to those in need, yet so
many barriers still exist that
it cheapens the true purpose
of theCatholicfaith. Observ
ing the volunteers in Ap
palachia, working to help
others, in observance of the
ideals of Christ, reinforced
my belief that what the
Church is about is not reject
ing those deemed unfit for
service. Everyone is loved
by God and everyone has
the right to express this in
their own way.
Every night at Cari
tas Mission, they pray. They
pray for families and for
friendship and for peace.
They don't sit in some ivory
tower, deciding who is ac
ceptable, for everyone is
acceptable in God's eyes.
They don't cry about unfair
treatment. Their message is
a positive one.
For this reason, among
others, I am glad I went to
Appalachia for Spring Break.
I remembered once again the
true purpose of Christian
ity: Christ's message to us.
It's unfortunate that Church
officials offer a contrast to
this message, when they
prefer to reject homosexuals
rather thanreach out to them
in their need.

The Steps Of
Justice
by Patrick R. Sparks
Asst. Editorial Editor

The police must be like Caesar's wife- beyond reproach.
There are certain institutions that make up the very founda
tion of our society. Among these are the nuclear family;
places and communities of worship and churches; local, state
and federal legislatures/executives; schools (yes, even PC)
and welfare organizations among many, many others. Per
haps the most fundamental of these institutions, are law
enforcement agencies. The police make up the glue that holds
our society together. Without the police, life would be utter
chaos and most likely degenerate into a Darwinian "survival
of the fittest." In the words of Hobbes, human existence
without law enforcement truly would be, "...nasty, rude,
brutish and short." Law enforcement agencies provide not
only the reality of order, but an underhung feeling of safety
and security. Therefore, it is essential that the police are not
only free from corruption, but also free from even the appear
ance of willful misconduct.
To Daryl F. Gates, Chief of the Los Angeles Police Depart
ment, I say the time for your leadership has passed; resign,
before you make a further mockery of the LAPD.
Chief Gates, step down.
On March 3rd, four of Los Angeles' "finest" savagely beat
(allegedly??) a suspect at the end of a high speed chase. This
whole wonderful episode was captured live on video tape by
George Holliday. (Gee, I wonder if he's going to send it into
America'sGhastlyiest Home Videos?) These four men struck
Rodney King over 57 times as they apprehended him, using
what is KKKnown as the "swarm technique." Swarm they
did, it seemed like they battered every square inch of his
helpless body.
Chief Gates, step down.
These four police officers are criminals. They must be prose
cuted to the fullest extent of the law. The video tape of these
men thrashing Rodney King evoked images of Nazi storm
troopers, South African police and our own National Guard
at Kent State. It was unreal, and horrifying. Granted, Rodney
Kingis no saint; he hasa "rap sheet'' a mile long. He may even
have been under the influence of alcohol and marijuana. Mr.
King's physical state, however, in no way excuses the actions
of the police. In short, there are no mitigating circumstances
that would allow police brutality. This vicious act has cast a
dark shadow over Los Angeles and the LAPD. It has created
a deep feeling of distrust among the common people; A
distrust of the police and the letter of the law.
Chief Gates, step down.
Daryl Gates had nothing to do with this recent abberration,
or did he? Gates wasn't one of the men hitting and kicking
Rodney King. He didn't give his officers permission or an
order to commit such a heinous act. He wasn't even there.
Chief Gates, step down.
Chief Gates, is not the perpetrator, he is the symbol. Gates
personifies the LAPD more than any single officer. Unfortu
nately, as a result of this blatant act of police brutality and
misconduct, Chief Gates now represents corruption. It is a
political reality that he will never escape this label. Gates
must realize that no public administrator, regardless of what
his/her contract says, is immune from the political flux. Con
sequently, as long as Gates is in charge, the LAPD will be
viewed as corrupt by the public. Confidence in the police is
at the core of a free society. Hence, there can only be one
solution, though regrettable.
Chief Gates, PLEASE step down.

What Was Your Favorite Moment
From Spring Break ?

Ray Donohoe '91: Absorbing the Connecticut
culture.

Maureen Tighe '93: The Great River Adventure
in Jamaica.

Shaun Kane '92: Eating bread and water in Russia
for a week or getting trampled by 500 Russians
trying to get out of Leningrad.

Matt Crossken '92, Amy Cargess '93and Julie
Morgan '93: Jacuzzi's were amazing in Phoenix
and DC.

Kathy Caputo '94,John Slattery '94,Nicole Stokes
'94 and Dave DiLorento '94: Arriving in Key
West after a 35 hour car ride and stopping in
Greensborough for a Greatful Dead show.

Sandra Fitzpatrick '93, Abigail Wilson '93, Leah
Benson '93, Alison Kanton '93, Maureen Dren
nan '93 andVanessa Santos '93: A tasty wave
and a cool breeze.

Jen Wilks '92 and Cate Rohrs '94: The rattle
snake in the desert.

Bud Drummey '91: I don't know, I'm waiting for
someone to remind me.

Brian Roberts '92 and Sue Arduini '92: We're
still trying to figure it out.
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Student Congress—
Special Olympics-A Personal Perspective
by Kim Serra
Member of the Pastoral Council

The Rhode Island Special Olympics is
an excellent organization because it gives
some special people the opportunity to
prove that they have the ability to be an
athlete just like you and me.
I have never seen such enthusiastic and
eager individuals as I met at the Rhode
Island Special Olympics State Basketball
Tournament held here at Providence
College on March 2.
I know that this event happened a few
weeks ago but I feel that these athletes
should be recognized for the efforts be
cause they are people too and even though
they may be handicapped in some way,
they still have some of the same capabili
ties as you and I.
In fact, as a volunteer helping out with
the skills competition held in Alumni
Gymnasium, I was able to observe and
reflect on how unique these athletes really
are.
Some of us are not aware of the talents
that these athletes possess, but I think you
would be surprised at what they can do
and those of you who were present at this
event can probably relate to what I am

about to say.
First of all, the day began with the
opening ceremonies which included
the recitation of the Special Olympics
"oath," which was said with great
emotion and spirit by all the athletes.
I don't know about anyone else who
was present there, but this brought
tears to my eyes because the anxiety
expressed by all the athletes as a group
was tremendous.
Because I have never really worked
with "special" athletes before, it was
at this moment that I realized that this
day meant a lot to these athletes and it
was up to people like myself to help
support and encourage these athletes
to do their best.
The most important thing that I
stressed to the athletes as they came to
my station was that it really didn't
matter how many points they could
acquire in the time alloted, but to try
their best, and most importantly, to
have fun doing what they were doing.
Personally, I feel that it was a good
idea to have a skills competition along
with the actual basketball playing
tournament. To accomodate
the
various age groups that were present
(the ages ranged from 8 to 55), the
skills competition gave the younger
athletes, as well as the other athletes

Congratulations !
Student Congress Executive Board
President: Mark Ruggeri
Treasurer: Kathleen Ley
Vice President: Doug Morgan Secretary: Jennifer Meehan
Board of Programers Executive Board
President: Kate Wilson
Vice President: Kevin Kraus
Treasurer: Gioia Perugini
Intramural Athletic Board
President: Tim Archer
Vice President: Jenn Greer

Residence Board
President: Melissa Silva
Treasurer: Mary Joan Sheridan

Vice President: Jennifer Aborn
Secretary: Sarah Ross

Apartment Complex Council
President: Michael Vodarski
Treasurer: Debbie Pelletier
Vice President: Mindy Hartman Secretary: Ann Babigian

who could play basketball, the oppor
tunity to snow their passing, snoot
ing, dribbling, and rebounding.
Having a variety of basketball
events helped build the player's con
fidence and self-esteem.
Throughout the course of the
morning, I did see some fear (though
not much) on some of the athletes'
faces. For example, at the rebound
station, there was an eight year old
girl, who couldn't have been more
than three feet tall, who looked up at
the modified basket set up for the
younger participants and started
crying because of theenormous height
of the basket.
First of all, this was her first time
competing and many people were
watching her and trying to persuade
her to throw the ball, but she didn't
want to. Believe me, if I was in her
position I would be petrified too,
especially with many anxious eyes
glaring at me.
On the other hand, there were some
athletes who couldn't wait to touch
the ball. I remember a little athlete
who ran right over to me and eagerly
grabbed the ball from my hands and
started shooting baskets.
Also, there were two players who
were in wheelchairs participating in

most of the events. At first they
didn't want to try anything, but
once the volunteers encouraged
them that they could do it, they
tried and succeeded. They were so
happy that they could do the events
while confined to a wheelchair.
The eventful morning at the
skills competition ended with an
awards ceremony in which each
athlete received either a medal or
ribbon for their accomplishments.
I saw almost every player run up to
the platform to proudly receive
their award.
Whether they received the gold,
silver, or bronze medal or even a
ribbon didn't matter to many of
them. All that did matter was gain
ing the recognition they rightfully
deserved.
Many parents were proudly
taking pictures of their "special"
athletes and indeed they should be
proud, because all of the athletes
did a wonderful job and should be
very honored of the accomplish
ments.
Seeing all of the athletes' joyous
faces while up on the platform has
left an exclusive place in my heart
that will never be forgotten.

Commencement
Update
Bids will go on sale Wednesday, Apr. 17th
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Class Elections
Thursday, April 18th
Lower Slavin
Vote for your class officers
•Exercise your right to vote and have a
say in the future of your class!

Class of 1993
April 11th
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
’64 Hall

Sweepstake, class gift and refreshments
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It s that time of gear again...

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

To choose The 1991-92
Coml Editorial Staff
fill positions available for the following sections:
Managing Editor
Business manager
Circulation manager
Advertising
Copy
news
Editorials
Arts & Entertainment
Features
Academia
Sports
Photography
Graphics

Applications Available in The Cowl Office,
Slavin 214 (across from the Information Booth)
Thursday, April 11 - Monday, April 15
Applications Due Tues., April 16, 5:00 p.m.
Interviews will be conducted Wed., April 17 - Fri., April 19

Join The Cowl to meet new people,
gain experience in a college newspaper, and have lots of fun!
All Majors and Classes Welcome
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Arts & Entertainment —

______________________

Alive at The Dead
by Frank DePasquale
A&E Staff Writer

I used to be one of those
people that just didn't get it. I
had listened to some Greatful
Dead albums as well as various
bootlegs of their shows, but be
sides a few songs nothing really
impressed me. Instead, Iwould
benignly chuckle when The
Dead and their hoards of of fol
lowers came to town. I was
amused by the make-shift vil
lages that sprung up around the
stadiums and the long police
reports that remained when the
band left. Yet it wasn't until two
weeks ago that I experienced a
Dead show first hand.
To Deadheads this will be
old hat, but a Greatful Dead
show is not just a concert, it's an
event. The festivities began in
the parking lot. People from as
far north as Canada, as far west

as Los Angeles and as far south
as Florida feasted, partied and
vended outside the suburban
arena.
The scene was so enthralling
that it was easy to forget the
concert, but what a pleasant
surprise to remember.
The
Greatful Dead didn't blow away
the crowd with wild guitar licks
or lots of glam. Instead, guitar
ist/vocalists Jerry Garcia and
Bob Weir, drummers Mickey
Hart and Bill Kreutzmann, bas
sist Phil Lesh and Keyboardist
Bruce Hornsby/ who is still
billed as a guest after his replac
ing of recently deceased keyman
Brent Mydland, but will most
likely stay with the band for a
while), hit the right notes. The
music was simple but very sweet
and when combined with their
interesting stage lighting, was
even moving. The Dead simply
do what they do well, without
fanfare or gimmicks.
The Dead's first set was sur-

prisingly short, finished in just
over forty minutes and included
such gems as "Loser" and "The
Greatest Story Ever Told." The
second set was the bulk of the
show, as the band played "Fool
ish Heart" and "Space," among
other notable tunes and included
a thirty minute encore perform
ance of 'Terrapin Station." Yet it
is really hard to put into words
how really good this show was.
Just a stripped down rock 'n' roll
show that combined folk, blues
and sing alongs like "Women are
Smarter." The drum solo was
remarkable unto itself. Hart and
Kreutzmann combined Latino,
African and rock beats to create a
fascinating rhythm that would
have raised the eyes of any per
cussion connoisseur.
This Grateful Dead show was
one of the best shows that I've
ever been to, yet some of theGrateful's faithful claimed that as good
as it was they have seen better. I

The Worst Movie Ever
by Dennis Keohane
Asst. A&E Editor

Career Opportunities is abso
lutely the most tedious, mean
ingless, and mindlessly horren
dous film in the history of the
silver screen.
John Hughes' first film since
Home Alone has nothing going
for it except that it is from the
same man that made Home Alone,
John Hughes.
An in depth summary of this
movie would go something like
this: Boy works; Boy finds alien
ated rich girl in closed store; Bov

and Girl make friends; Boy and
Girl beat bad guy robbers. It is a
remarkable fact thata movie with
about as much content as a bal
loon can find its way to national
release.
Jennifer Connelly plays the
alienated rich girl. Her only
purpose is to ride a coin oper
ated rocking horse. (You've
probably seen the commercials.)
The movie transcends no further
than this blatant exhibitionism.
It moves from scene to scene like
aset of Colorforms: Let's place the
beautiful young model in different

positions on our little adhesive envi
ronment. The amazing thing is
that Connelly plays the part to a
tee, displaying the charisma of a
carrot.
Maybe the film makers were
gearing this movie towards the
adolescent population and their
love for this movie genre. If that's
the case, Career Opportunities
makes Porky's look like a master
piece of American film making.
If you're looking for some
thing that grossly insults your
intelligence, Career Opportunities
is the ideal movie for you.

find that hard to believe but I
do recommend that you look
for a copy of this show, 3/28
at the Nassau Colisseum.
Look for the Dead for at

Experience
The Dizzyness of Freedom
by Lee Todd Lacks

Staff Writer
Yes, you lead a well
programmed, reasonably
satisfying existence. You may
need some help. You may not
agree, but your mind keeps
directing you to open it. So
you seek guidance from the
church and find it in the lurch,
and when all is said and done,
you may find yourself run
ning down the street with a
tin can reciting passages from
Vonnegut. What does it all
mean?
It means that the
Rorshach Theatre Company
is currently presenting The
Dizzyness of Freedom, written
and directed by Christopher
O' Neil of PC. This intriguing
play will have you laughing
at your own sense of nor
malcy. Scenes take place
throughout '64 Hall so the
audience is always on stage.
Christopher Kilroy
delivers a fine performance
as Tom, the white-collar man

Buy An Interview Suit
Without Spending Your
First Month’s Salary.
Polo University Suits.
Regularly $475. Now $395.
Just because you’re going out into the

look as good in person as you do on your

real world, doesn’t mean you have to pay

resume. Traditional, worsted wool suits of

real high prices for a classic suit. Right now

year-round weight, suitable for interview-

through April 20, we’re having a sale on a

ing, impressive for your first day of work.

collection of Polo University

suits designed to make you

114 Waterman St Providence, 331-5950

Buy one today. Then get a

HARVEY LTD

great job tomorrow.

least two shows this summer at
Giants Stadium,
Giants
Stadium, six
six at
at Boston
Boston
_______________________
Garden
in late summer andnine
nine
shows to follow that at Madison
Square Garden.

who thought his life was fulfill
ing. Throughout the play, Tom is
beset by nightmares and halluci
nations which compel him to
recognize his spiritual deficiency.
A vagabond named JohnnyCareless, played by John Bohne, seeks
to enlighten him with a philoso
phy that is borrowed from di
verse works of literature. Tom
initially rejects this enlighten
ment and becomes even more
disturbed . He then decides to
consult his family advisor, Rev.
Bakerson, played by Christine
Gillespe. Rev. Bakerson demon
strates the error of blind faith by
offering a lot of religious dogma
and very little help. Eventually,
Tom accepts the careless gospel
and becomes an active partici
pant in his own life.
The Dizzyness of Freedom
cannot be adequately described
in words. You must attend a
performance in order to apprecate the full effect of this play. The
final performance will beon April
13,1991 at 8:00 p.m. in '64 Hall.
You won't miss it ... because
you're there!

CLASSIFIEDS
ACTIVIST
Act now, it’s time
Let’s Make this the...
DECADE OF THE
ENVIRONMENT!
Join us to...
Elect dedicated environ
mental candidates to office
Reclaim Rhode Island's
coastline
Guarantee clean air and wa
ter for the next generations
College students welcome.
Travel, paid training, health
care, and paid vacations. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
CLEAN WATER ACTION
CALL DONNA
401-331-6972
FAST FUNDRAISING PRO
GRAM $1000 in just one
week. Earn up to $1000 for

your campus organization.
Plus a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No in
vestment needed. Call 1-800932-0528 ext. 50.
SUMMER JOBS

$9.10/hr. or commission. Ad
vertising sales. No experience
necessary. Training provided.
Work close to school. Car
recommended. Call Steve
Gorman at (800) 344-6766 for
details & application.
METRO MARKETING
GROUP
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Islam: Religion, Political Order, Way of Life - Part 2 of 2
by Thomas L. Fallon, O.P.
(continued from March 20th issue)

These communications
of the Prophet, therefore, were
not finally consigned to writing
until fifteen to twenty years af
ter his death. Some of the Surahs
(the shorter ones) come from the
Meccan period, and many, the
more involved and longer, come
from the Medinan period of the
Prophet's life. It is the Islamic
fundamentalist tradition of the
Al Qu'ran [meaning The Recita
tion'] ; the "uncreated work of
God," and "many consider that
it cannot and should not be trans
lated into other languages. When
it is rendered into another
tongue, however skillfully, the
words are no longer those spo
ken by God, ana therefore no
longer Koran." [Islam, by D.S.
Roberts, A Concise Introduction,
Harper and Row, San Francisco,
(c) 1981, first U.S. publication,
1982 pp. 39,40.] Some Muslims
even insist that it is the written
in heaven in the ancient Kufic
script of the Arabic language.
This old Qur'anic originalscript
contained " no indication of
vowels, and so the consonants
of verbs could be read as actives
or passives, and worse still,
many of the consonants them
selves could not be distinguished
without diacritical dots which
were afterwords added, when
and by whom we do not know."
[Guillaume, Op.cit., P58.]
In the Qur’an there are
114 Surahs [chapters] totalling
over 6,200 verses. The material
therein is insistingly and even
threateningly monotheistic. But
it also contains some specific,
but most generic, indications and
prescriptions for a complete way
of life: religious, political, social
and military. In sum what
Muhammad had done was to
create an instrument for the
unification of all the tribes of
Arabia, and the focusing of their

power, by no means insignifi
cant, under the aegis of Allah
and the Surrender to Allah,
which is Islam. The word Islam
means "Surrender to Allah". The
one who makes this surrender is
Muslimun, or in our parlance a
Muslim or a Moslem.
Islam is essentially a
faith commitment. The Qur'an
places many moral, religious,
and social obligations on all
Muslims. However, failure to
observe strictly these impera
tives is not to be taken too seri
ously because Allah is Merciful
and Compassionate, as every
Surah except the one hundredth
begins. This does not mean that
millions of Muslims do not take
the Qur'anic prescriptions seri
ously. Millions of Muslims are
quite holy in their obedience to
the Qur'an. Nevertheless, the
only unforgivable sin is "shirk,”
the falling back into polytheism,
or "ignorance."
The Qur'an for the be
lieving Muslim is absolutely
perfect. It is religiously and literarily uncriticizable and abso
lutely irreformable. The Arab,
Muslim, Spanish scholar 'Abd
al-Rahman ibn Khaldun [13321406] lists the subjects taught to
him wherever and whenever he
had time to seek knowledge
from all he could impart it. They
are: "the Qur'an, regarded by
Muslims as the Word of God
revealed in the Arabic language
through the Prophet Muham
mad; the Hadith, or tradition of
what the Prophet had said and
done; jurisprudence, essence of
law and social morality formally
based upon Qur'an and Hadith;
the Arabic language without
which the science of religion
could not be understood;,,,"
(Hourani, Op. cit. P.l).
The pillars of Islam are
five. The first and most impor
tant is the Shahadah or the con
fession of faith:"There is no God
but Allah, and Muhammad is
His Prophet. Our god is Great."
This is the basic Muslim prayer.
The second pillar is of Islam is

prayer, five times daily, facing
Mecca and performing the rakats
or the bows. Third is fasting: the
month of Ramadan is the month
of fasting every year. It can occur
in any season of the year. Dur
ing this month the believer must
abstain from all food and all
drink from sun up until sunset.
Fourth, almsgiving: every Mus
lim is obliged to give a portion
of his income to al Umma, the
Brotherhood, for the care of
widows, orphans, hospitals,
poor, ransoming captives, sup
porting those who are on Hajj.
Fifth, Hajj: the pilgrimage to
Mecca. EveryMuslimisobliged,
as far as health and means will
permit, to make a pilgrimage to
Mecca and to the Kaaba at least
once in his lifetime. A detailed
liturgy is attached to this pil
grimage. Some Muslims have
asserted a sixth pillar, the Jihad
or holy war. But this claim has
been officially rejected both in
the early times of Islam and in
our modern times too.
From the Qur'an and the
Hadith, and from four basic
traditional authoritative schools
of interpretation comes the
Shari’a. This is the law of Mus
lim states and societies, vari
ously interpreted and admini
stered by the rulers and the
'Ulama [an authoritative coun
cil of Islamic scholars and ex
perts in Qur'an and Hadith]. The
shari'a covers and legislates for,
every phase of life in Islamic
society. It is applicable in every
state or society where Islam is
the official / established religion.
It applies to all Muslims every
where. It makes for a homoge
neous society based On religious
observance flowing from sub
mission to Allah. Dr. Hourani is
able to write about al Umma, the
Brotherhood: "A world where a
family from southern Arabia
could move to Spain, and after
six centuries return nearer to its
place of origin and still find it
self in familiar surroundings,
had a unity which transcended
divisions of time and place; the

after Eight

Arabic language could open the
door to office and influence
throughout the world; a body
of knowledge transmitted over
the centuries by a chain of teach
ers, preserved a moral commu
nity even when rulers changed;
places of pilgrimage, Mecca and
Jerusalem, were unchanging
poles of the human world even
if power shifted from one city to
another, and belief in God who
created and sustained the world
could give meaning to the blows
of fate." [Op. cit. P.4]
This ideal Brotherhood
is in fact trans-national. It cre
ates an ambience, a milieu in
which all Muslims can hope to
find acceptance and peace. In
practice, however, sectarianism
and ethnicity often often destroy
the effects of Brotherhood. The
chief sectarian division in Islam
is the division of the Sunnites
from the Shi'ites. The Sunnah
are companions of the Prophet
who have interpreted the
Qur'an according to their own
traditions. The Shi'ites (from
Arabic Shi'at Ali, meaning the
party of Ali) are those Muslims
who trace their origins and tra
ditions from the family of the
Prophet, namely Ali, Muham
mad's first cousin and son-inlaw, and Fatima, the Prophet's
daughter, and Muhammad's
two grandsons, Hassan and
Hussayn. The break off occurred
in the 660's C.E. The two grand
sons of the Prophet both died
tragically in the seventh cen
tury. From Hussayn come the
Shi'ite Imams. The Sunni Mus
lims enjoy a vast numerical
superiority over the Shi'a Mus
lims. But the Shi'a evince a fanticism which makes them more
noticeable and imperious than
the Sunni. The sectarians within
the Shi'a as well as the various
reforms of Sunnite traditions are
exceedingly difficult trace and
explain.
In conclusion it must
be observed that Islam is enjoy
ing a definite resurgence in our
times. The conversion rate of
non-Muslims to Islam is remark
able. All of our young persons
should strive to learn something
deeper about Islam because we
all have to live on this rather
tiny planet in peace and secu
rity. We must recognize each

other's elan and honor it with
dignity.
We Catholics must real
ize that Muhammad denies the
very essence of our faith by as
serting that Jesus is not God. His
Qur'an gives only token dignity
to Jesus and to Mary, Jesus’
Mother. But Allah is not Trinity,
as in our Christian God. All
Muslims believe that Muham
mad is God's last and best
Prophet, who has corrected and
brought to perfection the revela
tions of God through Moses, the
Israelite prophets, and even
through Jesus. Jesus is reduced
to a corrected and perfected
prophet by Allah's Islamic reci
tation. We Christians, of course,
realize that the Jewish and Chris
tian elements present in the
Qur'an have found their places
there from the many milieux into
which Muhammad was bom,
reared, travelled. Any purported
"revelation" which denies the
blessed reality of Jesus' salvific
divine-human life we Christians
know cannot have a divine ori
gin. It is my hope, and prayer,
that Muhammad, dead these
1359 years, is in heaven with
Jesus, the Son of God and the son
of man.
It is certain that there
has been no other human in the
history of humankind who has
been politically, religiously, so
cially wiser and more socially
farseeing than Muhammad bin
Abdullah. His effects today geo
graphically extend from North
west Africa all the way east to
Indonesia. Millions of Muslims
live in Africa, the Middle East,
Russia, Turkey, Iran, Afghani
stan, India, Bangladesh, China,
Sri Lanka, Philippine Islands and
Indonesia. Pan-Arabism can
unite Mauritania, Morocco,
Tunisia, Algeria, Libya, Egypt,
the Sudan, Lebanon, Syria, Jor
dan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Qatar, the Arab Emirates, Oman,
Muscat, Yemen, Arabic, itself, as
the language of the Qur'an, in
which the Qur'an must be read
for complete truth and under
standing, surely has its influence
in every Islamic comer of the
world. Everywhere the Qur'an
is, there Muslims study Islamic
in order to be faithful to their
"Surrender to Allah" no matter
what their tongue might be.

presents

• Friday, April 12

PC’s own Bill Barrett

MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OF LAW
At Andover

• Saturday, April 20
Don Levine
• Friday, April 26
Paul Taylor, a MagiComedian

•An Entertainment Series in
Sidelines Sports Pub

Full & Part Time Programs
Majors Offered
De-emphasis on LSAT
lex
et
veritas

For catalog and information, call or write

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF LAW
3 Dundee Park, Andover, MA 01810, (508) 470-3070
An equal opportunity/affirmative action institution
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BOARD OF PROGRAMERS
Get out and enjoy the Spring air with
these events sponsored by the BOP

Denny Dent

,

and his ’’two-fisted art attack" SiCheck out the TV monitors in Lower Slavin

and

Dave Binder

performing acoustic musical entertainment

on Slavin Lawn Sat., April 13
Beverages(nj/properiD) and Lookout
Live from PC .. .

The Baek Stage History
Of Saturday Nite Live

Mon., April 15

8 pm

Moore Hall I

the tomorrow fund
(we help children with cancer in Rl)

Road Race 3 pm
Cookout following the race
Basketball game 7 pm
Faculty vsThe Class of 91

Sun., April 14 All proceeds go towards the
Tomorrow fund-come Show your Support!
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Division I Battles Division II
in Alumni Hall

The National Pastime:
It’s No Longer a Game
by Chip Scutari

Asst. Sports Editor
Greed, greed and
more greed. No, I am not
speaking of the stock ex
change on Wall Street but the
growing greed in Major
League Baseball. With sala
ries escalating to astronomi
cal proportions, ballplayers
continue to ask for more and
produce less. The increase in
ridiculous, high-priced sala
ries unfortunately coincide
with the rising inflation and
unemployment in our soci
ety today. During spring
training not a day could go by
without some type of contract
squabble or disgruntled vet
eran requesting a renegotia
tion on his current salary.
Owners toss out loads of
dollars like its candy. Any
thing for that coveted World
Series title. No contract too
big, no demand too large.
Throughout the ma
jor leagues there were vari
ous examples of insatiable
athletes demanding exorbi
tant amounts of money. In
Pittsburgh, Barry Bonds and
Bobby Bonilla, constantly
griped about their "inadequate" salaries. Bonilla was
issatisfied with a 16 million
dollar contract offer while
Bonds displayed a great
amount of disrespect for
manager Jim Leyland. Over
in the Big Apple, Dwight
"Doc" Gooden felt he de
served Roger Clemens' type
money and complained until
he got it. Oh, by the way,
Dwight is happy with his 5
million per year deal. In the
American League, Rickey
Henderson did his annual
whimpering and whining.
Rickey, already commited to
a lucrative, multi-year deal,
is upset that he is only the
37th highest paid player in
baseball. Gee, my heart really
bleeds for him. How can
anyone live on three million
dollars a year?

Compared to the steady
bickering of the major leaguers
is the innocence and competiveness of minor league baseball.
Without TV contracts, salary
caps and unhappy ballplayers,
minor league baseball is on the
rise. Attendance has increased
tremendously over the past five
years. Although this league is a
breedingground for future base
ball stars, it is a wonder how
different these two entities are.
Down in the minors, young men
play their heartsout for peanuts.
These youngsters, from Omaha
to Rochester, all aspire to play in
the "bigs" someday. Minor
leaguers endure long road trips
and an abundance of lonely
nights but unfortunately, only a
few fulfill their childhood
dreams. I recently read an inter
esting article in the NATIONAL
that explained a strange tradi
tion at a minor league park.
People throw out dollar bills
when someone hits a homerun.
The lucky slugger holds out his
cap as he rounds third and col
lects all the money he can. This
old tradition is aimed at helping
out the struggling ballplayers
with their financial woes. Un
daunted by fame or fortune,
these prospects compete with a
fire in their eyes. This is a quality
which hasn't transcended into
the big leagues.
Although I amdefinitely
not a baseball afficianado in
anyway, why not enable more
teams to make the playoffs.
Could you imagine only one
team qualifying from each divi
sion in basketball or hockey?
Maybe traditionalists would
scoff at this proposal but if s just
a simple thought. By expanding
the playoffs to four teams in each
league, there would be an added
incentive and more chance for
the beloved underdogs.

by Michael Adamowitz

Special to The Cowl

With time running down
and his team up by only five
Corey Beasley stepped upand
took a charge, Boston College
teamate Doug Able laughed
on the sideline. "That's the
first time in four years he took
a charge," joked Able. This
was the type of loose, free
atmospere found the sidelines
of both teams in the annual
Division I/Division II New
England All Star game. The
game was hosted by Provi
dence College last Monday
night While a carefree atti
tude was found evident off
the court, on the floor of
Alumni Hall it was all busi
ness. After all, the bragging
rights for New England were
at stake.
After a fairlyevenly played
first half, the Division I team
opened it up and went on to
win 124-112, but not before
Franklin Pierce guard, Tho
mas Mair had something to
say about it. Mair hit three 3
pointers and was seemingly
directly involved in every

play of a spurt that took the Divi
sion IIs within five. However the
insideplayof players suchas Able,
Beasly, Steve Carney on North
eastern and Eric Theilen of UNH
proved too much for the spunky
who won MVP honors for
Mair
his team. Boston College guard
Bobby Moran one the MVP for
the Division I team.
This game, however, had no
losers. It was simply another
chance for the New England play
ers of all divisions to show fans
one more time this year what they
consistently demonstrated all last
season. One more time we got to
witness the awesome rebound
ing strength of Steve Carney of
Northeastern. Once more we got
to see the inside intensity of Wil
lie Scurry of New Hampshire
College. Once more we witnessed
the three point stroke of Chris
Watts. Once again we were
amazed by thecourtsavey of Mair.
These were, after all, the best in
New England.
At half time, awards were
presented to players, coaches, and
media covering all respects of the
1990-1991 basketball season.
Marques Bragg collected the
Unsung Hero Award and Eric
Murdock took Division I Player

of the Year Award. (Mur
dock, however, was unable
to participate due to a prior
commitment to an all-star
game in Orlando). Other
highlights included the Me
dia Award given to Bob Foracre and Rookie of the Year
presented in Division II to
James Hector of American
International College. A va
riety of other awards were
also presented.
It was simply seeing the
players one last time, how
ever, that made Monday night
so enjoyable. The intense
glares of the regular season
were replaced by smiles and
the players demonstrated
why this is a first class affair.
The competitive nature, however, remained. On the court
players dived for loose balls,
charges, and played in
took
tense defence. While players
still demonstrated their inten
sity they could relax a bit in
the sidelines and enjoy the
company of "the other team"
who during the regular sea
son they must compete.
Proceeds of the game went
on to benefit the Basketball
Hall of Fame in Springfield.

B League Intramural Basketball Champions

On a different note, congratula
tions to Coach K and the Blue
Devils from Duke University.
Duke is the epitome of what
college basketball is all about.

A League Champions

photos by Kevin Mullaney

Great Haircut.
Great Price Cut.
That’s GreatCuts!
PROFESSIONAL HAIR CUTTING FOR MEN,
WOMEN, AND CHILDREN
REGULARLY $9.00
NOW ONLY

from Boston

starting at:

Dan Callahan, along with McDonalds’
All- Americans Michael Smith and Rob
Phelps, showed that a rigorous off sea
son training program leads to success.
However, Patrick Sparks proved that
you can eat Twinkies by the dozen, and
still get an Intramural Champion shirt!

London
Paris
Madrid
Brussels
Caracas
Tokyo
Sydney

388
538
538
490
410
789
1201

Student * Faculty Fares
Taxes not included.Restrictions apply.
Fares subject to change. One ways
available.Work/Study abroad programs
International Student & Teacher ID.

EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

For a limited time, GreatCuts
is reducing the price on our
regular precision haircut.
Save $1.00 on the best haircut
in town from the professional
stylists at GreatCuts. Now,
you can get GreatCuts quality
at a really great price!
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER EXPIRES
6/1/91 NOT TO BE USED WITH ANY OTHER
COUPON OR PROMOTION ONLY VALID AT
STORE LISTED BELOW c 1991 GREATCUTS

Great Cuts.. . forgreat looking hair!

FREE Student Travel Catalog!

Council Travel
171

St., corner of ThayerProvidence

401-331-5810

PAWTUCKET Narragensett Park next to Super Stop and Shop (401) 728-2820 Hours: M-F 9-8,
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-5 SEEKONK next to Heartland Foods on Route 6 (508) 336-9369 Hours:
M-F 10-8, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-5 WARWICK across from the Rhode Island Mall (401) 738-3881
Hours: M-F 10-8, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-5 No appointment necessary at GreatCuts
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Friar Baseball Explodes
over Spring Break
by Brian DeCesare

Asst. Sports Editor

While everyone was having
fun in the sun over Spring Break,
the PC baseball team was hav
ing its own fun by pounding
out hits, scoring runs, and win
ning games. They won eight
games in ten tries during the
stretch, and improved their
overall record to (21-5-1). Their
(6-2) Big East record puts them
in second place behind only St.
John's.
At this current pace, the Friars
are on their way to earning the
most wins in the school's his
tory. Exactly this time last year,
PC was only 15-12 after 27
games. Ironically, they lost a
total of eight seniors from last
year's squad and picked up 11
newcomers.
On Saturday, March 30, at
Hendricken Field, PC and Bos
ton College split a doubleheader
with the Eagles taking the
opener, 6-5, and the Friars hold
ing on to win the second one, 43, in a five inninggame that was
called because of darkness.
Two days later, a 5-4 win over
the Brown Bruins was no April
Fool's Day joke as P.J. O'Toole's
two-out single scored Don
Martone in the sixth inning with
the winning run.
Against Bentley on April 2,
the Friars scored two runs in
the bottom of the ninth after

Martone and Phil Ierardi hit
RBI singles, giving them a 6-6
comeback tie. In the game, Tom
Murray hit a two-run, sixth
inning triple for PC.
The Friars then travelled to
Orono, Maine on Wednesday,
April 3, and broke a 14-game
losing streak to the University
of Maine that dated back to
1982. PC swepta doubleheader
from the Black Bears, 8-6 and
12-2. Maine led 4-1 in the
opener,buttheFriars exploded
for five runs in the sixth inning
and two more in the seventh.
In the victory, Kevin Burns had
a two-run double and Mar
tone blasted a two-run homer
for PC.
In the nightcap, which was
called after six innings because
of darkness, the Friars jumped
out to leads of 6-0 and 11-0,
and cruised to the 12-2 win.
Ierardi and Mark Tomey each
had two-run singles, while
Murray and Martone drove in
one run apiece.
PC returned home on Thurs
day, April 4, and pounded the
URI Rams 11-7. Mike Lyons'
triple with the bases loaded
sparked a seven-run first in
ning. Lyons finished the game
with four hits, three RBI, and
three runs scored.
Last weekend the Friars took
to the road once again to face
Big East rival Pittsburgh for
what they thought would be a
tough, three-game weekend

series. However, PC dominated
all three games and swept the
Panthers decisively 12-4,15-5,
and 17-9.
In the doubleheader on Sat
urday, not only did the Friars
rout Pittsburgh in both games,
but they smashed eight home
runs, including a grand slam.
In the first game, Merloni,
Bums, Jim Foster, and O'Toole
each homered during a ninerun ninth inning. Merloni and
Lyons had each homered ear
lier in the game.
Game two was much of the
same. Ierardi's grand slam
highlighted a five-run seventh
inning, as he finished the game
with four hits, including two
homers.
PC completed the weekend
sweep with a 17-9 drubbing of
the Panthers on Sunday after
noon, giving the Friars their
eighth straight win. Rikki Bouti
ette, Bob Kelley, Martone, Ier
ardi, Foster, and Merloni all
homered for the Friars. Mar
tone collected four hits and
drove in three runs in the game,
while Ierardi drove in four runs,
himself.
The Friars look forward to a
five-game homestand in the
next seven days. They face
Central Connecticut, Bryant
College, and then their Big East
foes, Villanova, in a three-game
series.

Lou Merloni
earned

Big East
Player
of the

Week
honors
by Brian DeCesare

Asst. Sports Editor
Mike Lyons' two-out triple
down the right-field line in
the bottom of the eighth
inningscored Earl Smith and
P.J. O'Toole, giving the Friars
a 9-7 victory over Central
Connecticut Stateyesterday.
The win extended their cur
rent unbeaten streak to ten
games.
PC had blown a 5-1 fourth
inning lead, highlighted by
junior transfer Rikki Bouti
ette's three-run homer, and
found themselves behind, 75, after six and one-half in
nings. It was Boutiette's sec
ond home run in as many
games.
However, PC made up the
difference, and tied the score
at 7-7 in the bottom of the
seventh when Don Martone
doubled down the left-field
line scoring Lyons, making
it 7-6. Martone then moved
over to third base on a
fielder's choice and later

tagged-up on a fly-out, scoring
the tying run.
Pitcher Mark Krukonis, who
survived the seventh inning after
giving up two runs, got out of the
eighth inning cleanly and set up
Lyons' heroics in the bottom of
the inning. With two outs, Smith
walked and O'Toole got on base
with an infield single. Lyons then
came to the plate and smashed a
triple, as the ball kicked up chalk
barely landing in fair territory.
Tony DeAngelo, who came into
the game with a record of (6-0),
threw two-hit, one-run ball in the
first four innings before giving
up the mound to John LaRose in
the fifth. LaRose pitched the fifth
and sixth innings, but gave up
four runs and was forced to hand
the ball over to Krukonis, who
pitched the final three innings.
The Friars improved their over
all record to (22-5-1), with 14 home
runs over their last four games.
Incidentally, sophomore Lou
Merloni earned Big East Playerof-the-Week honors for his out
standing play in games over
Spring Break.

Why play beat the clock?

At Ronzio, We've Stopped the Clock!
Our Competitor feels you should pay more the later it gets. WHY???

pIZza

/ TOGO!
FREE DELIVERY!

Large Cheese Pizza $5.00
Anytime! Everyday!

On-campus

8-2777

Because not everybody gets hungry at 5:00pm

Off-campus

274-3282
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Sports
Friar Basketball From A to Z
The Past, the Present and the Future

by Jerry Jellig
Sports Editor

A is for almost. PC came
within one or two victories of
an NCAA bid. It's not like these
wins weren't imminent either...
A one point loss to Holy Cross,
after Kenny McDonald nar
rowly missed a last second jump
shot...A two point loss to BC
with 4 players unable to attend
the game at all... Two overtime
losses to St. Johns and UCONN
that PC should've won in regu
lation.
B is for Biceps, as inMarques
Bragg and Troy Brown. If there
are two players in the Big East,
or in the country for that mat
ter, with bigger arms, I haven't
seen them. Fortunately for PC
fans and unfortunately for the
rest of the Big East, those four
biceps will team up again for
one more year next season. PC
will lead the Big East in re
bounding.
C is for Campbell. Fred was
PC's "most improved player the
last half of the season," accord
ing to Coach Barnes. He's the
strongest defender on the PC
squad, and always drew the
tough assignments. C is also for
Corey. Corey Floyd came on
late in the year and proved to
everyone that he can harness
his emotion and run the point.
He's also one of the best leapers
on the team, and will throw
some jams down next season.
D is for Dickie. Dickie Simp
kins proved that he'll be a pre
mier front court player in the
year's to come. This season
Dickie took the best players in
the Big East, Mourning, Shorter,
Owens, etc. , to the hole will
regularity and success. His one
time rebound dunks sent many
a crowd into a wild frenzy.
E is for Echo. The echos left
behind by PC greats like Jimmy
Walker, Marvin Barnes, Ernie
D and Billy Donovan, will now
be joined by the echos of cheers
for Eric Murdock and Chris
Watts. Never again will the
Civic Center erupt after a steal
by Eric, followed by a coast to
coast score. Never again will
we be sent into pandemonium
by Watts after a pro 3-pointer.
Say all the negative things you
want about Chris, but nothing
got the Civic Center rocking like
one of his 3's. And they're gone,
never to return, and that sad
dens me.
F is for forty-eight, as in
Prop 48. This academic based
regulation kept PC's two top
recruits from dawning the Black
and White this season. Next
season however, it appears
Michael Smith will be dunking
everything in sight, and Rod
Phelps will be lighting it up
from 3-point range, for Coach
Barnes and the Friars. F is also
for forget, as in forget what you
do not have and work hard with
what you do, and consequently,
win 4 games against the Sweet
16 teams for 1991.
G is for Georgetown. Two
of PC's losses came at the hand's
of the mighty Hoyas. Provi
dence always plays GTown
tough, but once again, for the
second year in a row, we were

1-2 against a team coached by
an ex-Friar great, John Th
ompson. G is also for Gone, as
in Mutumbo, and possibly
Mourning. There is a Goa,
after all.
H is for How? As in How
did Villanova make theNCAA
Tournament? The Wildcats
were defeated by most of their
Philly rivals this season like
Temple and LaSalle. They did
manage a hard fought, closely
contested one point victory
over perennial powerhouse
Vermont. Additionally, three
of their victories were against
Big East "whipping boy,"
Boston College. We went to
Arizona without three key
players and were within 3
points with a minute remain
ing. 'Nova played them in
Philly and were soundly
thumped.
I is for Idle. All too often
this season, the Friar offense
was just that. "If one thing
hurt us this year it was lack of
consistency on the offensive
end," said Coach Barnes.
Going over five minutes with
out a score against Seton Hall
is a prime example. How many
times this season were we
unable to gamer a response to
an opponent's run with any
sort of success.
J is for Jump shot. Provi
dence had the best shooting
team in the Big East, with 11
players hitting three pointers
at one time this season. Chris
Watts and Eric Murdock are
now a part of PC history, but
many of these shooters remain.
Dickie Simpkins nailed a hand
full of 3-pointers early in the
season. Kenny McDonald is
the best pure shooter on the
team. Trent Forbes hit several
key jump shots this season.
Two that stick out are a buzzer
beater from 17 feet out to beat
Manhattan by a point, and a
17 footer in OT against James
Madison. Tony Turner hit 4
three pointers against Holy
Cross, and wait until you see
Phelps and Matt Alosa.
K is for Killed. That is
exactly what PC did to its
opponents on the boards. "I
said it before and I'll say it
again. Rebounding is the rea
son we won 19 games this
year," said Coach Barnes.
What's extraordinary about
this fact, is that PC didn't start
a player over a legitimate 6'7'.
Arizona has three 7-footers
and they were unable to out
rebound a Friar squad that was
without its starting center.
L is for Love. There'sa deep,
almost intimate love affair
between Rhode Islanders and
the Providence College Friars,
that couldn't die even if PC
was the worst team in the Big
East. I never fully realized it
until this season, but many
people in this area count on
PC basketball to get them
through the long winters. If
students had the amount of
dedicationand support for PC
that the local supporters do,
every game would be sold out,
the Civic Center would shake,
and CBS might visit Provi
dence a little more often.

M is for Marques,
Marvin and Michael

These three Friars are
going to form one of the most
powerful front courts in college
basketball, especially when you
factor in Dickie Simpkins, Troy
Brown, and Fred Campbell. Dunks
will be commonplace, and possi
bly even a few blocked shots. Gone
are the days when PC avoidsgoing
inside against G'Town ana
Syracuse. What's special about our
big men is that all of them love to
run the floor, and will be able to
keepup with Trent,Corey and Rob.
N is for None, as in the number
of All-Rookie Big East selections
on our team. With the graduation
of Eric Murdock, PC has no players
who were ever a member of the
All-Rookie Team, or any All-Big
East Team, for that matter. A weak
ness? Maybe. But I prefer to think
of it as role playing. Coach Barnes
shuffles players in and out of the
game as if there were a revolving
door at the officials table. Each
player has a definite role or assign
ment. When everyone plays there
role properly, no one stands out in
the box scores, but PC beats
Syracuse.
O is for Options. Coach Barnes
has the luxury of options next sea
son, like he's never had them be
fore. Trent Forbes and Corey Floyd
are true point guards, who can
drive and score when needed. Matt
Alosa and Ira Bowman (next years
freshman) are also listed as point
guards, but can shoot the ball like a
two guard. Kenny McDonald and
Tony Turner are two-men, or
swingmen, who are pure shooters.
Then there's this McDonalds AllAmerican named Phelps who can
do it all at the guard position. But
PC doesn't have a true center. Well
when you play the type of offense
that we are going to play next year,
you don't need one. However,
Michael Smith will compliment a
front-court that saw no losses to
graduation, anchored by Marques
Bragg.
P is for Post Season. TheClass
of '91 saw their first post season
victories this year, after witnessing
PC in the Final Four as seniors in
high school. Their first year they
didn't see post season play after a
losing season. The next two years,
they witnessed tough first round
losses in the NCAA’s to UVA and
Ohio State(OT). Next year how
ever, there will be no 2OT wins
over JMU in the "other tourna
ment," because PC is going to the
Big Dance. If you don't believe me,
go back to O.

Q is for Question marks.
Despite all of Coach Barnes op
tions, there remain a few serious
question marks. There are no re
turning scorers to nextyears squad.
When Eric wasn't in the game this
season, the Friars often resembled
a group of hounds who had lost
their scent. If Marques Bragg gets
into foul trouble, who will lead this
team emotionally? Marques' re
bounding prowess is even less
valuable than his inspiring leader
ship. Will Trent Forbes become the
guard that everyone billed him as?

R is for Run and Rebound. I
don't mean to sound redundant,
but the Friars offense will! We will
"run, run, rebound, rebound" as
Spur's Coach Larry Brown put it in
his recent Nike commercial. The
half-court, deliberate offense, is
dying out. This is all too obvious
when one of its major architects
and proponents, Rollie Massam-

ino, told his team this sea
son that he wanted to run.
The Friars have the edge on
these new-wave running
teams, because it's all we
know.

S is for "Should or
Supposed to." Nextyear,
the Friars will have very
little expected of them. They
were deemed one dimen
sional this season, and that
one dimension is now
graduating. PC has no re
turning players who aver
aged over 12 points a game.
We have no one in the top
10 in free throw or 3-point
percentage. After Marques,
our next top scorer is Marvin
at 8 points a game. These
things are all pluses. With
virtually no expectations,
the Friars will shock every
one and finish no worse than
4th in the Big East.

T is for Tony Turner.
He was expected to be a
contributor as a freshman,
but with that senior domi
nated team, and his size, it
never happened. This year
he was injured early in the
season when it was discov
ered his legs were of differ
ent lengths, causing back
problems. The situation was
xed with different shoes.
In the beginning of the sea
son, he showed flashes of
brilliance, especially when
he hit 4 of 4 three point at
tempts vs. Holy Cross. If he
continues to work hard this
summer, as he did last
summer, he could become
one of the premier shooters
in the Big East.
U is for United. If next
years team can learn to play
like a team, playing for the
name on the front of their
uniform, not the one on the
back, then they'll be suc
cessful. If they fail to utilize
all of their talents and begin
relyingonone aspect of their
game too heavily, it could
be a long year. U is also for
Uniform. I realize we only
won one game this season
on the road, but we looked
share in every one of them.
The black road uniforms are
the sleekest, most intimidat
ing ones in the league (es
pecially when worn by
Marques).
Vis for Valiant. That is
how Eric and Chris played
all season long. Eric picked
this season as the one to
rewrite Providence and Big
East records. He became the
all-timeNCAA steals leader
and broke Chris Mullin's
Big East single season scor
ing record. Chris played a
key role in the Friars upset
of Georgetown in January,
as he made three key steals
for PC. His greatest game
was the thrilling double
overtime victory over Lefty
Dreisell and James Madi
son. He nailed a 25 foot
jumper, and 6 straight free
throws to capture the win.
"I thought we had the game
won, then that #33 guy hit
that pro 3-pointer," said
Lefty Dreisell.

W is for Walk On. Yes,
Duffy McNulty, Mike Shan
non and Tom Hall got to go

to Arizona, and see every game
from the best seats in the house.
But there's much more to it than
the glamorous or exciting side
we all witnessed. These three
individuals attended every
practice and every meeting,
knowing full well, they would
probably never play. They pro
vided tough competition for the
starters in practice, helping
prepare them for the games.
They also cheered at the games
in support of the team that they
worked so hard for. And they
did it all without a single high
five or ovation for their play.
They may not be back next
season, but they will be missed.
X is for X-ited. That's what I
am, and you should be too, for
next year's season. Starting
October 15 at 12 midnight, a
new Friar basketball season will
kick off. There will be many
new faces: Phelps, Smith, Alosa,
Bowman. There will be differ
ent faces, like a more focused
and confident Trent Forbes, or
a stronger Dickie Simpkins. Eric
won't be there, and that is sad
dens us all. But each year, we
have to pick up the pieces and
put together a new puzzle,
hopefully better than the last.
We've had guests like Dick
Vitale, Al Maguire and Bill
Raftery the past three years.
Who will John Marinatto and
the athletic office get this year?
Quinn Buckner?
Y is for You. You are an im
portant part of the Friar ma
chine. You pay a lot of tuition
to come here, and our basket
ball team is one of the biggest
advantages. But they need your
support. It's only fun to play if
you know someone's enjoying
it. All too often this season, I
looked up into the stands to see
huge voids in the Civic Center.
There's not a more exciting
league in the country, so get
out there and support your
team.
Z is for the Zebras who
served as officials at the games
this year. For the most part,
you were great. If you were in
any way involved in that offici
ating abortion at Holy Cross,
you need a few more years ex
perience at the YMCA. Z is also
the sign of the end. And this is
an end in many ways. It is the
end for Eric Murdock, who very
nearly broke PC's all-time scor
ing record held by Jimmy
Walker. It is the end of
"Smoothie's" 3-point barrages.
Never again will the Civic
Center come to their feet with
deafening cheers as Chris nails
a clutch 3. And gone are the
days when Eric Murdock lifts
up an entire team, and conse
quently an entire arena, so high
they have to look down to see
heaven. Those memories are
stored away with the rest. Pop
Lewis' 3-pointer against Geor
getown sending a small New
England college into the na
na-
tional lime light... Marty
Conlan's 3-pointers in the clos
ing moments of PC's first ever
win at Syracuse. But if you
search hard enough, you can
see Chris clenching his fist af
ter a three, or Eric laughing
with excitement after a silly 16
foot runner falls, while being
fouled. They may be gone, but
they will never be forgotten.

